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Account Types ScannedAccount Types Scanned  Active Directory Service Accounts

Services run critical IT systems, scheduled tasks, batch jobs, application pools within IIS, and more. They rely on privileged
accounts to connect across a complex network of databases, applications, and file systems. With outsourced IT operations
and the adoption of IaaS and PaaS platforms, understanding the privileged account attack surface is even more challenging.

For many companies, service account governance is difficult if not overwhelming. For a growing organization it’s impossible
to manage manually. Unlike many types of privileged accounts, service accounts aren’t tied to a unique human identity, which
means there may not be a named person who is responsible for their management. Provisioning new service accounts
properly is time-consuming so default settings are kept in place. Security teams rarely know the purpose of service accounts
and are unwilling to decommission them due to the risk of service interruption.

For all these reasons, many organizations sidestep best practices, sharing credentials across services, allowing passwords to
expire, removing expiration requirements, and allowing them to live, unmanaged, forever.

Due to the highly privileged access that service accounts provide, lack of appropriate oversight is a major security issue. When
service accounts are not understood, updated, controlled, and decommissioned, the potential for cyber attack rises
exponentially. Former employees retain knowledge of service account credentials and could use them to cause harm. When
hackers gain access to service account privileges they can disrupt business-critical systems.
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Sharing service accounts violates basic security principles, such as least privilege,
and severely limits the ability to establish individual accountability for privileged
activities. When service accounts are used for multiple services, the permissions
are often set wide open (with admin level privileges). That practice means one
service account has access to an entire kingdom.



 Service Accounts Age By MonthService Accounts Age By Month

Service accounts may remain in your environment for many reasons. An original
system tied to a service account may no longer be needed, but the account may
live on. Accounts may have been set up for temporary purposes, like software
installation or system maintenance, but left in place long after their use.
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 Service Accounts Password Age By MonthService Accounts Password Age By Month

Service accounts with aged passwords are a security risk because former
employees or attackers may use them to gain access. Passwords should be
changed on a regular basis, both scheduled and on demand.
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 Service Account Password Expiration HealthService Account Password Expiration Health

The number of service account passwords that have passed a recommended
expiration date without being rotated or removed, exposing them to attack.

Expired  Not Expired

 Service Accounts That Never ExpireService Accounts That Never Expire

The number of service accounts that have been set to never expire. Removing
expiration requirements may avoid potential service interruption caused by
unexpected account changes, but increases security risk.

Does Not Expire  Can Expire
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Windows Computers Scanned 76

Service Accounts in Use 12

Microsoft Scheduled Tasks 29

Windows Services 71

IIS Application Pools 53

Service Accounts with Expired Passwords 0

Service Accounts with Non-Expiring Passwords 12

Number of Accounts Running More Than One Application 6

NOW THAT YOU KNOW, WHAT CAN YOU DO?NOW THAT YOU KNOW, WHAT CAN YOU DO?

Build accountability, consistency, and oversight into automated service account governance.

Initiate governance when new accounts and applications are onboarded
Set up account ownership and management from the start
Make sure new accounts conform to foundational security guidelines such as password rotation and expiration
Assign privileges for service accounts on a least privilege basis
Track accounts across the lifecycle to highlight policy violations and avoid orphaned accounts
Set up approval and remediation workflows
Conduct access reconciliations to confirm users only have rights necessary
Monitor, audit, and document privileged activities for regulatory compliance

Prevent service account sprawl with the market’s only solution for automated privileged account governance. Thycotic’s
Account Lifecycle Manager streamlines the full lifecycle of service accounts from provisioning through decommissioning, with
workflows tailored to your organization. It provides notifications when service accounts should be renewed or re-approved,
allows you to track accounts owned by departing employees, and enables decommissioning of accounts without service
disruptions.



WITH THYCOTIC’S ACCOUNT LIFECYCLE MANAGER, YOU CAN:WITH THYCOTIC’S ACCOUNT LIFECYCLE MANAGER, YOU CAN:

Provision and Decommission Service AccountsProvision and Decommission Service Accounts seamlessly and automatically, setting workflow approvals for each
type of account request. Tighten your attack surface by decommissioning accounts automatically, without causing service
disruptions.

Enforce GovernanceEnforce Governance and create accountability and ownership over your service accounts.

Establish WorkflowEstablish Workflow  easily for tighter control over service accounts. Our workflow templates make getting started easily
with a few simple steps and customizations that give you visibility and control.

Delegate OwnershipDelegate Ownership  with role-based permissions. Seamlessly create users, groups, and roles aligned to the needs of your
business. Role-based permissions within Account Lifecycle Manager govern user access, setup, and the request workflow.

Try Account Lifecycle Manager free for 30 days.

https://thycotic.com/products/account-lifecycle-manager

